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Mechanical properties and structure of TiO2 films deposited on

quartz and silicon substrates
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TiO2 layers with rutile structure can serve as protective coatings due to high

hardness of rutile. The growth of rutile phase at low temperature occurs at

the bombardment of growing film by accelerated ions or atoms. Application

of a RF power to the substrate holder can, in contrast to DC bias, induce the

negative substrate bias on the surface of low conductive or dielectric

substrate.TiO2 films were deposited by reactive DC magnetron sputtering on

conductive and low conductive Si(111) as well as on dielectric quartz

substrates at different negative substrate biases (realized by RF power

source). The film structure was investigated by XRD and Raman

spectroscopy. The nanoindentation hardness and modulus were examined in

dependence on the film structure and the indentation load. Hard rutile

phase is formed on all the kinds of the substrates irrespective of substrate

electrical conductivity at bias ≥90 V. At middle biases (~50-75 V) the phase

composition (rutile, anatase or their mixture) and hardness values strongly

depend on the electrical conductivity of the substrate. Phase analysis and

hardness data imply that RF induced self-bias on the upper surface of quartz

substrate is smaller than that on the surface of low conductive Si

substrate.It has been observed that the rutile phase continues to growth for

enough long time even after the RF power is switched off. The grain size of

rutile increases in that case but hardness decreases.Raman spectroscopy of

the residual indents in the films with anatase structure revealed some

structural changes towards rutile-like structure, probably due to high

pressure developed under the indenter. This is also supported by the

increased hardness at higher loads for anatase films.
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